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Abstract. The coding tools used in image and video
encoders aim at high perceptual quality for low bi-
trates. Analyzing the results of the encoders in terms
of quantization parameter, image partitioning, predic-
tion modes or residuals may provide important insight
into the link between those tools and the human percep-
tion. As a first step, this contribution analyzes the pos-
sibility to transcode reference images of three well-
known image databases, i.e. IRCCyN/IVC, LIVE and
TID2013, from their original, older formats to HEVC;
thus creating a homogeneous database of 327 HEVC
encoded images accompanied with bitstream parameters
and values obtained from objective and subjective as-
sessments. Secondly, it analyzes some of the HEVC
intra coding parameters regarding their influence on
the image quality by using machine learning, namely
Support Vector Machine - Regression.
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1. Introduction

Since the introduction of first standardized video cod-
ing algorithm ITU-T H.261, the video coding experts
have improved the performance by halving the lower
bitrate at the same perceptual quality every few years.
Most of this gain is due to improved algorithms for in-
tra and inter frame prediction and further refinement
of residual coding. The results also show that the hu-
man visual system is as satisfied with an HEVC bit-

stream as it was with H.261 of more than ten times
the size. The question for the QoE community is then:
What can we learn from the information reduction pro-
cess in the video encoder for the analysis of the image
and video quality?

This paper may serve as a first step towards that
question by creating a dataset of HEVC intra coded
images from older still image coding standards such
as JPEG. This step provides us with sufficiently large
group of source images, roughly associated to score ob-
tained from subjective tests. Then, some first proper-
ties of the HEVC bitstream are analyzed towards iden-
tifying the importance of the highly flexible partition-
ing process which is one of the strengths of HEVC.
While the motivation in this endeavor is different,
the work is also closely related to No-Reference qual-
ity measurement and also can serves as a base for de-
velopment of new No-Reference quality measurements.
For this reason, we provide a brief overview of them.

In recent years many approaches to link bitstream
parameters to QoE were introduced [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] and [13]. The quality
prediction approaches developed for H.264/AVC coded
videos, especially the bitstream based ones, are not
applicable to HEVC coded videos [2]. A few HEVC
bitstream based quality estimation models have been
already proposed in the literature. The model pro-
posed by Lei et al. in [3] is based on a linear re-
gression and extracts Quantization Parameter Average
and Skip Coding Unit Percent from HEVC bitstream
to estimate a video quality predicted by PSNR. In [4],
Anegekuh et al. developed the regression model, based
on a moution amount metric (a metric described in
this paper determining video content type) and Quan-
tization Parameter (QP), being able to estimate video
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quality predicted again by PSNR. An extended ver-
sion of this model taking into account also a complex-
ity of video sequences was proposed in [5]. Similarly
as in [4] and [5], Anegekuh et al. proposed the re-
gression model based on the QP and content type in
this work characterized by the content type classifi-
cation metric, estimating quality values predicted by
PSNR. Shahid et al. designed in [6] the model, based
on a two-layer feedforward artificial neural network and
involving 43 HEVC bitstream parameters, being able
to estimate a video quality predicted by PSNR, VQM,
VIF, and PVQM. In [7] Izumi et al. proposed an objec-
tive perceptual video-quality-measurement for HEVC.
They introduced two parametric NR methods to esti-
mate a perceptual picture quality for HEVC. In [8], He
et al. proposed No-Reference model which considers
bitstream and display parameters, to be more gener-
alized for different terminal scenarios. The following
parameters were considered as inputs for the model:
Quantisation Parameter, motion vectors, video com-
plexity and key-frame indicator and display parame-
ters (resolution, PPI, . . . ). The authors tried to make
general model for both H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC
standards. In [9] Fazliani et al. proposed a near real-
time No-Reference video quality assessment method.
They trained a fully connected neural network with
features extracted from both bitstream and pixel do-
mains along with their respective subjective quality
scores. In [10], Alizadeh et al. presented a novel
No-Reference Video Quality Assessment (NR-VQA)
based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for
the HEVC. In [11], Ren et al. presented a No-Reference
quality assessment algorithm for UHD HEVC encoded
videos. The algorithm directly extracts the specific
video characteristics from the HEVC bitstream and
establishes the mathematical model between the video
characteristics and the final video quality through a lin-
ear regression. The algorithm extracts three video fea-
tures, i.e. quantization parameters of the measurement
compression damage, number of CTUs of different sizes
(8×8 & 32×32), and numbers of the SAO blocks.
Huang et al. proposed in [12] a No-Reference (NR)
Video Quality Assessment (VQA) method for videos
distorted by the HEVC. The assessment was performed
without an access to a bitstream. The proposed analy-
sis was based on the transform coefficients estimated by
the decoded video pixels, which are used to estimate
a level of quantization. In [13], Nawada et al. pre-
sented and described more quality indicators that can
be used in a No-Reference QoE calculation, since some
of them detect specific errors. Such errors are difficult
to include in a global QoE model but are important
from the operation point of view.

In this paper, we first map HEVC Quantization Pa-
rameters (QPs) using three well-known image qual-
ity databases, i.e. the IRCCyN/IVC [14] database,
the LIVE image database [15], and the TID2013

database [16], to MOS. As a result of the mapping
process, a new merged dataset containing 327 HEVC
encoded images accompanied with the corresponding
bitstreams and second order MOS values is created.
Second order MOS means indicative quality values
derived from the MOSs included in the mentioned
datasets by linear alignment. In the second step,
the new dataset is used to analyze an impact of some
HEVC intra coding parameters, i.e. QPs, distribu-
tion of Coding Unit (CU), Prediction Unit (PU) and
Transform Unit (TU), on image quality experienced
by the end user by deploying Support Vector Machine
- Regression (SVM).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2. describes the experiment dealing with
the mapping of the HEVC QPs to MOS. In Sec. 3. ,
the analysis of the selected HEVC intra coding param-
eters impact on image quality using SVM is presented.
Section 4. provides the final conclusions and suggests
future work.

2. Mapping of HEVC Images
to Subjective Quality of
JPEG Images

2.1. Description of the Used
Datasets

We would like to find out whether there exists a rela-
tionship between bitstream parameters of intra coded
H.265/HEVC images and their subjective quality.
Unfortunately, there is no sufficiently large dataset
of HEVC intra coded images annotated by subjective
quality tests. We have decided to reuse older annotated
datasets with similar type of distortions like the HEVC
coding produces. Suitable datasets should be those
which contain images with JPEG degradation because
it introduces similar types of distortions as HEVC
coding. In our experiments, three well-known image
quality databases, namely IRCCyN/IVC [14] database,
LIVE image database [15], and TID2013 database [16],
containing non-degraded and also JPEG-degraded im-
ages, besides other degradations, were used. All of
the above mentioned datasets involve results from
subjective tests as well. In the case of the IRC-
CyN/IVC database, the Double Stimulus Impairment
Scale (DSIS) [17] method was used to obtain quality
scores. This method uses a five-grade impairment scale
where one means very annoying and five imperceptible
difference between the degraded and reference image.
The Absolute Category Rating (ACR) [18] method was
employed for a subjective evaluation in the case of
the LIVE image database. The grading scale was di-
vided into five linear equal regions ranging from low
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Fig. 1: Basic schema of data preparation process.

to excellent quality. The scale was then linearly con-
verted into 1–100. A pairwise sorting methodology de-
scribed in [16] was used in the case of the TID2013
database to obtain a visual quality. The subjective
tests were conducted in five countries, i.e. Finland,
Ukraine, France, Italy, and USA. The MOS values ob-
tained by this methodology vary from 0 to 9 where
the larger values correspond to better visual quality.
More details, like resolution, number of the used refer-
ence and degraded images are presented in the Tab. 1.

Tab. 1: Parameters of the used image datasets.

Dataset IRCCyN/IVC LIVE TID2013Name
Number 10 29 25of images
Number

50 175 125of JPEG
distorted
images

Resolution 512×512 768×512 512×384(typically)

2.2. Data Preparation for
Experiment

Applying machine learning algorithms require a large
amount of input data. Due to this fact, we have merged
the three above mentioned datasets into larger one.
Source (reference) images without any distortions serve
as a base for the new bigger dataset. Whole process
of data preparation and creation of new dataset suit-
able for machine learning is depicted in Fig. 1. Firstly,
a colour space of each reference image was converted
from RGB to YUV420p. Secondly, all the reference

images from the datasets were encoded by the HEVC
compression standard using the HM reference software
(version 16.20) [19]. All the encoding settings were kept
default, except Quantisation Parameter. The Quanti-
sation Parameter (QP) has been continuously changed
from 1 to 51 during the encoding process. As a result,
a new dataset containing 3 264 HEVC encoded images
accompanied with the corresponding bitstreams was
created. This dataset involves 51 levels of compression
degradation of each reference image. To investigate
the relationship between HEVC stream parameters and
quality of image, it is necessary to have quality assess-
ments for the corresponding images at hand. The best
way to get them is to execute subjective tests but this
is also a very expensive and time consuming approach.

For our purpose, an approximate value of subjective
score is sufficient just to see whether it is possible to
map HEVC intra coding parameters to image quality.
So, instead of assessing the quality of all the images
subjectively, an equivalent quality to the degraded im-
ages from the original databases was sought in order to
assign their subjective MOS values to the HEVC intra-
coded images. In other words, we mapped available
quality scores of the JPEG image to the counterpart
HEVC coded image. In order to find out a relationship
between the HEVC and JPEG degradations, three dif-
ferent objective measures, namely Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity index, and Visual
Information Fidelity (VIF), were computed. Accord-
ing to [20], there is a relationship between objective
measure values and subjective score. Mentioned objec-
tive measurements were done on both the new HEVC
dataset and JPEG degraded images. For calculating
the PSNR, SSIM, and VIF values, a Video Quality
Measurement Tool (VQMT) developed by Multimedia
Signal Processing Group (version 1.1) was used in [21].
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Fig. 2: Distributions of the QP values obtained by the measures for the dispersion worst cases.

2.3. Mapping HEVC Degradation to
JPEG Subjective Score

Residues between the HEVC and JPEG metrics results
were computed according to following Eq. (1):

HEV C_QP = min(((V QM(JPEGimage)+

−V QM(HEV Cimage))2),
(1)

where HEV C_QP is the HEVC image with the clos-
est objective quality to the JPEG image and
V QM = {PSNR,SSIM, V IF}. Each result from
the HEVC dataset was compared to the results from
the JPEG dataset. This comparison was done for each
objective method separately. For the HEVC encoded
image with the QP value where the objective measures
matched best (minimum residual), the MOS value
of the JPEG degraded image was assigned. As three
different measures (PSNR, SSIM, VIF) were used,
sometimes happened that three different candidates for
the single JPEG score were denoted. It was caused
by different approaches and sensitivity of the used ob-
jective measurements. The different candidates corre-
spond to HEVC images with slightly different values
of QP. Therefore, we have calculated dispersion be-
tween images selected by each objective measurement
according to the following Eq. (2):

QP_Dispersionpvs = max(selectedQP (V QM))+

−min(selectedQP (V QM)),
(2)

where QP_Dispersionpvs is a dispersion for each im-
age and selectedQP (V QM) is the QP of the images
selected by the corrensponding VQM. A maximum dis-
persion obtained by the three objective metrics was
4 QP units and have appeared only twice. A difference
of 4 QP units is visually hardly noticeable. It is worth
noting that the difference is rather small considering
the fact that PSNR, SSIM, and VIF are based on quite
different approaches. The dispersion and frequency of
occurrence of different QP values are depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Size of QP dispersion vs number of occurrence.

We also analysed distributions of all the objective
measures deployed in our experiment. Figure 2 depicts
four worst cases in terms of the QP dispersion. As you
can see from this picture, the values obtained from
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the objective measures slightly differ. This is caused
by different approaches used by the measures and also
by a content of the test images.

In order to get only one image associated to the sub-
jective quality, a median value of QPs provided by dif-
ferent objective measurements was chosen and the cor-
responding HEVC image was tagged with the MOS
score from the original JPEG dataset. Figure 4 depicts
a percentage of the cases when the value obtained by
the measure differs from the selected median value.
It is obvious that the results obtained by PSNR mostly
differ from the selected median value. The reason can
be that PSNR is a rather simple measure which
does not consider properties of human visual system.
As the MOS scores were not directly obtained by sub-
jective testing but by the alignment using the objective
measures, we will refer to them as a second order MOS
in this work.
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Fig. 4: Percentage of the cases when the measures provided
the different QP value from the selected median value.
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Fig. 5: Relationship between the HEVC QP and JPEG MOS
for the IRCCyN/IVC database with denoted different
content of images.

By the above specified approach, we map the Quan-
tisation Parameter of the images to values describing
their quality, i.e. JPEG MOS. As the reused older
image quality datasets have included different MOS
scales, we have executed a mapping of QP to quality
score on each dataset separately. A relationship be-
tween QP and JPEG MOS is depicted in Fig. 5, Fig. 6
and Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6: Relationship between the HEVC QP and JPEG MOS
for the LIVE image database with denoted different con-
tent of images.
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Figure 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show a typical behaviour
of JPEG MOS versus QP, showing that the mapping
may be considered reasonable.

However, the three distinct datasets are still consid-
ered small in terms of machine learning needs.
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2.4. Datasets Merging

Due to the requirement of larger dataset for more reli-
able results, the MOS values coming from the three
datasets were aligned and merged. To merge the
datasets, an Iterated Nested Least-Squares Algorithm
(INLSA) proposed in [22] was deployed. Inputs to
the algorithm were objective values of SSIM and
subjective JPEG MOSs from all the three datasets.
The LIVE dataset was used as the reference one when
it comes to the merging process. It means that re-
maining datasets were aligned according to the LIVE
database. The reason why the LIVE as reference was
chosen is that the LIVE dataset is the biggest one and
contains a higher range of subjective MOS.

As the INLSA utilizes the functional relationships
between an objective quality metric (extracted from
the images) and the corresponding subjective MOS,
SSIM was used in the merging process as the input
objective quality metric. In our case, the INLSA al-
gorithm calculated weights and scaling parameters on
the basis of SSIM values and then scaled MOS linearly
to 1–5 scale. Firstly, the original MOS values were lin-
early transformed to the interval [0, 1] in each dataset
separately. It is so called distortion domain, where 0
represents no-impairment and 1 represents severe im-
pairment. Then the scaling process follows a typical
linear Eq. (3):

scaledMOS = a ·MOS′ + b, (3)

where a mean gain, b shift and MOS′ is MOS in
the distortion domain. As it was already mentioned
above, the LIVE database was used as the reference
dataset. It means that a = 1 and b = 0. For
the IRCCyN/IVC and the TID2013, we have obtained
a = 0.7696 and b = 0.2160 and a = 1.0475 and
b = −0.1168 by the INLSA respectively. As a result
of the merging process, the new dataset entitled ILT-
HEVC containing 327 HEVC encoded images accom-
panied with the corresponding bitstreams and second
order MOS values was made.

2.5. Possible Limitations of
the Approach

It is worth noting here that the proposed approach
might have been positively/negatively influenced by
a couple of effects. The merging process of the datasets
can be one of them. We have used the INLSA to merge
the values of the MOS by using the objective values but
an understanding of the task by the observers can be,
at the end, different. Secondly, different subjective test
methodologies were deployed to get the MOS scores
when it comes to the datasets. The different method-
ologies led to the MOS scores with diverse meaning

and in different scales. Thirdly, the mapping based on
the objective values can be seen as one of the prospec-
tive sources of noise in this context. Despite the fact
that we have deployed the full reference objective meth-
ods, which are considered rather reliable, they are still
far from being perfect. It is worth to reiterate here that
we have used three different full reference measures and
selected the final quality on the basis of the median
value. Finally, a different appearance of the JPEG and
HEVC distortions can also have some influence in this
case. It is worth noting that the JPEG compression
uses fixed size of blocks (8×8 pixel) unlike the HEVC,
which uses adaptive size. Higher size of blocks can lead
to blurring important lines and can subsequently cause
worse subjective assessment.

3. Analysis of the Selected
HEVC Intra Coding
Parameters Impact on
Image Quality by
SVM-Regression

3.1. Experiment Description

First, the ILT-HEVC dataset containing 327 HEVC
encoded images accompanied with the correspond-
ing bitstreams and second order MOS values was di-
vided into two parts by the 80/20 ratio, typically de-
ployed when it comes to the machine learning ap-
proaches. The dataset division was random while con-
sidering some restrictions to avoid a model overfitting.
Thirteen different contents covering all the quality lev-
els, ranging from 4 to 7, were randomly selected for
a validation subset. It means that 68 images, out of
the 327 distorted images, were selected for a validation
and the remaining images were used for a training of
SVM model. It should be mentioned that the content
deployed in the training dataset was not replicated in
the validation dataset. This fact should avoid overfit-
ting. The SVM was selected as a machine learning
technique to be used for this analysis. For a SVM
training, we have used a function included in MAT-
LAB, entitled “fitrsvm”, which trains a Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) regression model on a low-through
moderate-dimensional predictor data set. Regarding
a kernel function, as second order polynomial func-
tion has led to the best results, this function was used
in this analysis as the kernel function. The epsilon
parameter was set to 0.75. Other SVM settings re-
main unchanged (default). Input to the SVM were
the QP, the Coding, Transform, and Prediction Unit
Size (CU, TU, PU). The target value was the second
order MOS. The used function has returned a full SVM
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regression model trained by the selected HEVC intra
coding parameters and the corresponding reference to
quality values the second order MOS. The training pro-
cess was repeated 9 times with different combinations
of the HEVC intra coding parameters in order to find
out how different HEVC intra coding parameters in-
fluence image quality. Pearson Linear Correlation Co-
efficient (PLCC), Spearman Rank-Order Correlation
Coefficient (SROCC), and Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) were used as performance indicators in this
analysis.

3.2. Experimental Results

Figure 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 compare the second
order MOS values with the predictions provided by
the SVM regression model for the selected combina-
tions of the HEVC intra coding parameters involved in
the SVM-based regression process. It can be observed
from Fig. 8 that the correlation results are rather good
when all the selected HEVC intra coding parameters
are used. Moreover, the reported RMSE value is also
rather good.
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Fig. 8: Correlation between the second order MOS values and
predictions provided by the SVM regression model for
all the selected HEVC intra coding parameters.

The results for all the investigated combinations are
summarized in Tab. 2. As it can be clearly seen from
this table, the best results in terms of RMSE were
achieved for the combination involving the QP, CU,
and PU, followed by the QP, CU, and TU combination
as well as the QP and CU combination. It is worth not-
ing here that the reported RMSE value is even smaller
than that obtained for the combination involving all
the parameters. Figure 9 depicts the correlation be-
tween the second order MOS values and predictions
provided by the SVM regression model for the best
performing parameters combination in terms of RMSE.
When it comes to the combination involving the CU,
TU and PU parameters and a number of the support

Tab. 2: Results obtained for the different combinations of
the investigated HEVC intra coding parameters.

QP CU TU PU Performance
indicators

X

PLCC = 0.90
SROCC = 0.92
RMSE = 0.45

Number of SVs = 28

X X

PLCC = 0.92
SROCC = 0.93
RMSE = 0.37

Number of SVs = 26

X X

PLCC = 0.92
SROCC = 0.93
RMSE = 0.38

Number of SVs = 26

X X

PLCC = 0.90
SROCC = 0.93
RMSE = 0.38

Number of SVs = 24

X X X

PLCC = 0.92
SROCC = 0.93
RMSE = 0.37

Number of SVs = 26

X X X

PLCC = 0.92
SROCC = 0.93
RMSE = 0.37

Number of SVs = 24

X X X

PLCC = 0.91
SROCC = 0.93
RMSE = 0.38

Number of SVs = 24

X X X

PLCC = 0.85
SROCC = 0.86
RMSE = 0.52

Number of SVs = 48

X X X X

PLCC = 0.90
SROCC = 0.92
RMSE = 0.42

Number of SVs = 27
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Fig. 9: Correlation between the second order MOS values and
predictions provided by the SVM regression model for
the QP, CU and PU distributions.

vectors, the number doubled in comparison to the other
investigated combinations.

We were interested in the dependency of the result-
ing performance on the input values. Even only by us-
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ing QP, we discovered that the ranking order was still
reasonable as it can be seen in Fig. 10. It should be
noted here that the results obtained in this study were
achieved by a rather small dataset. So, a statistical
significance of the results is rather limited.
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Fig. 10: Correlation between the second order MOS values and
predictions provided by the SVM regression model for
the QP only.

4. Conclusions and Future
Work

In this contribution, we have analyzed the possibility
to create a database with a more recent coding stan-
dard (HEVC) from the existing annotated databases
of older coding standard, i.e. JPEG, by using different
objective measures. While the results could not yet
be validated by subjective testing, some evidence was
presented that the approach is reasonable. In addition,
machine learning, in particular SVM, was used to re-
late the bitstream information of HEVC to subjective
quality.

While this is a common approach for training No-
Reference bitstream models, our work is focused on un-
derstanding the link between the encoding process and
the human perception. First results concerning the im-
age partitioning used by the HEVC intra codec were
presented in this paper. Further analysis of the encod-
ing process and the resulting bitstream information is
required, also extending from still image to video in
future research.
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